We show that the covariant analytic mechanics (CAM) is closely related to the De Donder-Weyl (DW) theory. To treat space and time on an equal footing, the DW theory introduces D conjugate fields (D is the dimension of space-time) for each field and the CAM regards the differential forms as the basic variables. The generalization of the canonical equations is called the DW equations. Although one of the DW equations is not correct for the gauge field and the gravitational field, we show the way to improve it. By rewriting the canonical equations of the CAM, which are manifestly general coordinate covariant and gauge covariant, using the components of the tensors, we show that these are equivalent to the improved DW equations. Additionally, we investigate the Dirac field. We present a modified Hamilton formalism which regards only the Dirac fields as the basic variables and show that it provides the Dirac equations correctly.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the traditional analytic mechanics, the Hamilton formalism gives especial weight to time, then, the covariance is not trivial. To solve this problem, the De Donder-Weyl (DW) theory [1] [2] [3] introduced the conjugate fields π µ a = ∂L/∂∂ µ ψ a (µ = 0, 1, · · · , D − 1) for each field ψ a . Here, D is the dimension of space-time and L is the Lagrangian density. The generalization of the canonical equations is called the DW equations. If a includes the tenser index, one of the DW equations is not correct generally.
In the traditional analytic mechanics and the DW theory, the basic variables are the components of the tensors. In contrast, the covariant analytic mechanics (CAM) regards the differential forms as the basic variables. Because the differential form is independent of the coordinate system, the general coordinate covariance is guaranteed manifestly. The Lagrange formalism of the CAM has been used 4-7 from a few decades before. Nakamura 8 generalized this formulation to the Hamilton formalism. In this method, the conjugate form is also a differential form, which treats space and time on an equal footing. Nakamura applied this method to the Proca field and the electromagnetic field with manifest covariance and, in the latter, with the gauge covariance. Kaminaga 9 formulated strictly mathematically Nakamura's idea and constructed the general theory in arbitrary dimension. Kaminaga studied that the Newtonian mechanics of a harmonic oscillator and the scalar field, the electromagnetic field, the non-abelian gauge fields and 4 dimension gravity (second order formalism) without the Dirac field. On the other hand, Nester 10 also independently investigated the CAM and constructed the general theory in 4 dimension and applied it to the Proca field, the electromagnetic field and the non-abelian gauge field. However, the treatment of the gravitational field (first order formalism) was not complete Hamilton formalism because the quantity corresponding to the Hamiltonian density was given by hand 11 . We applied the CAM to the gravity with the Dirac field (both first and second order formalism) 12 . In this manuscript, we improve one of the DW equation and show that the improved DW theory is equivalent to the CAM for the first time. We apply the CAM to the Dirac field with the Lagrange multiplier. Moreover, we present a modified Hamilton formalism which regards only the Dirac fields as the basic variables and show that it provides the Dirac equations correctly.
In §2, we discuss the relation between the DW theory and the CAM. We introduce the DW theory in II A and the CAM in II B. In II C, we introduce improved DW equations and show that these are equivalent to the canonical equations of the CAM by rewriting the latter using the components of the tensors. And we discuss the difference between the Poisson bracket of the CAM and that of the DW theory 2, 3 . In §3, we apply the CAM to the Dirac field, which is a constraint system. We treat the Dirac field with the Lagrange multiplier. Moreover, using a modified Hamilton formalism regarding only the Dirac fields as the basic variables, we derive the Dirac equations correctly.
II. DE DONDER-WEYL THEORY AND COVARIANT ANALYTIC MECHANICS

A. De Donder-Weyl theory
Let us consider D dimension space-time. The Lagrangian density is a function of fields ψ
). Here, A does not include tensor index and p (= 0, 1, · · · ) can depend on A. The Euler-Lagrange equation is given by
where L = √ −gL and g is the determinant of the metric g µν . The conjugate fields of ψ A µ1···µp are defined by
and π
These are also called the generalized momenta or polymomenta. π 0,µ1···µp A is the traditional conjugate momentum. The DW Hamiltonian density is defined by
and
are independent with each other (this assumption is not correct generally) and these are independent of ψ A µ1···µp , we obtain identities
Substituting (1) to the first equation, we obtain the DW equations:
For instance, the electromagnetic field corresponds to p = 1. The Lagrangian density is given by
[ ] is the anti-symmetrization symbol. A ν is the vector potential and J ν is the current density, which is independent of A µ . All indices are lowered and raised with g µν or its inverse g µν . The conjugate fields of
Then, the DW equations are given by
The letter is equivalent to the Maxwell equation
However, the former is not correct. This is because π µ,ν are supposed as independent each other although there is a constraint condition π µ,ν = −π ν,µ .
B. Covariant analytic mechanics
Suppose a p-form β (p = 0, 1, · · · , D) is described by forms {α I } I=1,··· ,k . If there exists the form ω I such that β behaves under variations δα I as
we call ω I the derivative of β by α I and denote
If
Although the derivative of arbitrary form dose not always exist, as explained in II C, the derivative of D-forms always exist. The Hodge operator * maps an arbitrary
Here, ω = ω µ1···µp and E µ1···µD are complete anti-symmetric tensors and E 01···D−1 = √ −g. In particular, Ω = * 1 is the volume form. And * * ω = −(−1) p(D−p) ω holds. As the traditional analytic mechanics and the DW theory start from the Lagrangian density, the CAM starts from the Lagrange D-form L defined by L def = LΩ. L is assumed to be described by forms
, ψ A and dψ A are expanded using a p-th order complete anti-symmetric tensor ψ
Namely, the CAM treats a special class of the field theories of which Lagrangian density is described by the complete anti-symmetric tensors ψ
. All fundamental field theories belong to this class. For instance, the Lagrange form of the electromagnetic field is given by
where
The conjugate form π A is defined by
The variation of H is given by
If ψ A and π A are independent, we get identities
Here, (−1) (p+1)q = 1 if p is an odd number and (−1)
By substituting the Euler-Lagrange equation (13) into the first equation of (17), we obtain the canonical equations
The inverse transformation of (15) is given by
From the second equation of (17), we have ν
For the electromagnetic field, the Euler-Lagrange equation is given by d * F = −(−1) D J. The conjugate form, π = ∂L/∂dA = − * F , can represent dA as dA = * π. The Hamilton form is given by
We have ∂H/∂π = * π and ∂H/∂A = (−1) D J. The canonical equations dA = ∂H/∂π and dπ = ∂H/∂A are
The former is equivalent to the definition of the conjugate form and the latter coincides with the Euler-Lagrange equation.
We introduce two Poisson brackets by
for arbitrary forms α and β which have the derivatives by ψ A and π A . (23) was introduced in Ref. [12] . The canonical equations (18) and (19) can be written as
for i = 0, 1. And we have
for i = 0, 1. Moreover, the Leibniz rules
hold for arbitrary a, b and c forms α, β and γ which have the derivatives by ψ A and π A . Using (28) and (25), the equation of motions of
In the derivation of (27) and (28), we used
If the derivative of α or β by ψ A (π A ) does not exist, the right hind side of the above first (second) equation is meaningless. For instance, if α ∧ β = δ BC π B ∧ * π C , although ∂(α ∧ β)/∂π A = 2 * π A holds, the above second equation does not hold since ∂ * π B /∂π A does not exist (except for D = 1).
C. Relation between the two theories
In the CAM, the derivative of the fields is included as ∂ [µ ψ A µ1···µp] . Then, the conjugate fields defined by (2) satisfy
Considering this condition at (4), we obtain an improved equation of the second equation of (5) and of the DW equation (6):
For
We put * ∂L/∂ψ
On the other hand, δL is given by
Then, we get m
with dx µ = g µν dx ν . Similarly, we obtain
It leads
From this equation, we obtain * dπ A = − (−1)
using a formula
The above equation is equivalent to
Because of (35) and (39), the Euler-Lagrange equation (13) is equivalent to (1) . By the way, dψ
Using this equation, we get an equation similar to (35):
Because of the above equation and (39), the canonical equation (19) is equivalent to (7). If we put ∂H/∂π
It means l
. Then, we obtain
Because of this equation, the canonical equation (18) becomes (32). In the DW theory, the Poisson-Gerstenhaber bracket (PGB), which is similar with (23) and (24), had been introduced using forms and multivector fields on the extended polymomentum phase space 2 of which coordinate is (ψ a , π µ a , x µ ). Here, a denotes both A and µ 1 · · · µ p . While our Poisson brackets are defined using the forms on spacetimes, the PGB is defined using the components of the tensors. Because the constraint (31) is not considered, the PGB does describe incorrect equation (6) . Because of use of the the extended polymomentum phase space, the PGB has abundant structure and the scope of application of the PGB is wider than (23) and (24). The PBG satisfies only the graded Leibniz rule but also the graded anticommutativity and the graded Jacobi identity. While a generalization of the PGB to the Dirac bracket had been studied 3 , the generalization of our Poisson bracket is not known yet. In the DW thoery, (6) is incorrect since the constraint (31) is not considered. However, decreasing independent variables using (31), we obtain correct equation (32). This fact suggests that one can obtain correct equation of motions from the Hamilton form by the variation using only independent variables determined by constraints among the original variables ψ . We confirm this expectation for the Dirac field in the next section.
III. DIRAC FIELD
To obtain (17) from (16), we supposed that ψ A and π A are independent. However, if π µ,µ1···µp A is a function of ψ A µ1···µp or identically zero, π A is not an independent variable. The Dirac field and the first order formalism of the gravitational field correspond to this case. In this section, we study the Dirac field based on the CAM. First we use the method of Lagrange multiplier, which is the standard method for constraint systems. And next, we present a modified Hamilton formalism regarding only the Dirac fields as the basic variables to confirm the expectation mentioned in II C. In Ref. [13] , the Dirac field had been studied based on the DW theory without using the Lagrange multiplier.
In the following of this paper, we set D = 4. Let {θ a } a=0,1,2,3 denote an orthonormal frame. θ a can be expanded as θ a = θ 
. Here, γ a is the gamma matrix, which
with ω a def = ω b ab . Because the Dirac field is a representation of the Lorentz transformation and a spinor field is defined in the tangent Minkowski space, the frame is necessary to write down the Lagrange form even in the flat space-time. The connection ω a b is the gauge field for the local Lorentz transformations. C a is regarded as independent of ψ and ψ. For simplicity, we treat the Dirac field as a usual number (not the Grassmann number). The Euler-Lagrange equations ∂L
using (45) 12 . (46) is the Hermitian conjugate of (47). The conjugate forms of ψ A andψ A are given by
Corresponding conjugate fields π
) are not independent each other and not independent fromψ(ψ). Then, we need to use the method of Lagrange multiplier. The Hamilton form is given by
with
Here, λ A andλ A are the Lagrange multiplier 1-forms. While the traditional Hamiltonian density includes ∂ i ψ, ∂ iψ (i = 1, 2, 3), the Hamilton form does not include the exterior derivative of the Dirac fields. At β = 1,π µ (β) becomes zero. In the traditional analytic mechanics at β = 1, the treatment which regards only ψ and π 0 (1) = −ψγ c θ c0 as the arguments of the Hamiltonian density goes well. However, in the CAM and the DW theory, one need to use the Lagrange multiplier even at β = 1. If we regard Π β=1 as independent variable, dΠ
leads incorrect equation
Applying γ b e b to the above equation from the left and using e b ∧ θ a = η ab Ω, we obtain (47). From (50), we obtain
Then, the canonical equations dψ = −∂H
The canonical equations dΠ
using (54), (55), the second equation of (45) and (56). From (48) and the first equation of (45), the left hand sides of the above two equations are given by
Substituting these into (57) and (58), we obtain (46) and (47) respectively. We confirm the expectation mentioned at the last of II C. We take only ψ A andψ A as the independent variables. In contrast to the traditional analytic mechanics, the conjugate forms are the dependent variables. 
From this equation, we obtain
using the Euler-Lagrange equations. We call this method the modified Hamilton formalism. 
Then, the right hand sides of (62),(63) are given by
Therefore, (62) and (63) are respectively equivalent to (57) and (58). For the Dirac field, we confirmed that one can obtain correct equation of motions from the Hamilton form by the variation using only independent variables.
IV. SUMMARY
We showed that the covariant analytic mechanics (CAM) is closely related to the De Donder-Weyl (DW) theory. Because the DW theory does not consider the constraint that the conjugate fields are complete anti-symmetric tensors, one of the DW equations is not correct generally. Decreasing independent variables using this constraint, we obtained an improved DW equation (II C). By rewriting the canonical equations of the CAM using the components of the tensors, we showed that these are equivalent to the improved DW equations (II C). So, we showed that the CAM is equivalent to the improved DW theory for the first time. While the Poisson bracket of the DW theory is defined using the components of the tensors and may describe the incorrect DW equation, our Poisson brackets are defined using the differential forms and do not lead to the incorrect DW equation. To generalize our Poisson bracket to the Dirac bracket and to apply it to the Dirac field are future works.
In III, we applied the CAM to the Dirac field, which is a constraint system. We treated the Dirac field with Lagrange multipliers. Getting a hint from the relation between the CAM and the DW theory, we presented the modified Hamilton formalism which regards only the Dirac fields as the basic variables and showed it provides the Dirac equations correctly.
